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Introduction. HNSCC is the sixth most frequent type of malignant carcinoma with a low prognosis rate. In addition, autophagy is
important in cancer development and progression. The purpose of this study is to investigate the potential significance of ARGs in
the diagnosis and treatment of HNSCC.Materials and Methods. Expression data and clinical information of HNSCC samples were
collected from the TCGA database, and a list of ARGs was obtained from the MSigDB. Then, we used R software to perform
differential expression analysis and functional enrichment analysis. Further analysis was also performed to find out the survival-
related ARGs in HNSCC, and two prognosis-related ARGs, FADD and NKX2-3, were selected to construct a prognosis
prediction model. Moreover, some methods were applied to validate the prognosis prediction model. Finally, we used cell lines
and clinical tissue samples of HNSCC to analyze the importance of FADD and NKX2-3. Results. We screened a total of 38
differentially expressed ARGs, and enrichment analysis showed that these genes were mainly involved in autophagy. Then, we
selected FADD and NKX2-3 to construct a prognosis model and the risk score calculated by the model was proved to be
effective in predicting the survival of HNSCC patients. Additionally, significant differences of the clinicopathological parameters
could also be observed in the risk scores and the expression of NKX2-3 and FADD. The expression of FADD and NKX2-3 in
cell lines and HNSCC tissue samples also showed the same trends. Conclusions. ARGs may be a potential biomarker for HNSCC
prognosis, and targeted therapies for FADD and NKX2-3 are possible to be a new strategy of HNSCC treatment.

1. Introduction

Head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) is the
sixth most common malignancy of the world. It arises in
the epithelium cells of the upper aerodigestive tract and
includes the larynx, paranasal sinuses, oral cavity, nasal
cavity, and pharynx [1]. Genetic mutation, environmental
exposure, viral infection, and unhealthy lifestyle are the com-
mon risk factors for HNSCC [2]. Despite a considerable
expansion in our therapeutic repertoire for the management
of malignancies in recent decades, mortality from HNSCC
has not significantly improved. If diagnosed at the early stage,

HNSCC is usually curable [3]. Predicting the prognosis of
HNSCC with high accuracy is critical for improving treat-
ment, screening, and surveillance. At present, the TNM
(Tumor, Node, Metastasis) stage system is still extensively
used as the prognostic indicator to monitor the HNSCC pro-
gression. However, it is common to observe significant differ-
ences in clinical outcomes among patients at the same TNM
stage [4]. Therefore, the identification of novel and reliable
prognostic molecular signatures is important for improving
the unfavorable prognosis of patients with HNSCC [5, 6].
Additionally, it is significant to develop new therapeutic strat-
egies, so that we could treat tumors with muchmore precision.
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Autophagy is a common biological phenomenon and
another name for it is type II programmed cell death. It is
a process in order to maintain cellular homeostasis, con-
ducting damaged or defective intracellular components [7].
Previous studies have found cell autophagy is a high con-
served process. During this process, cytoplasmic materials
are sequestered into double-membrane compartments and
subsequently mature into autophagosomes. Then, the cargo
is delivered to lysosomes, in which it is for degradation or
recycling [8]. Abnormal autophagy function is intimately
associated with numerous human diseases, including can-
cers [9]. It is stated that autophagy could promote tumor
development or in some cases could inhibit the occurrence
of tumor, by affecting many physiological processes [10].
Autophagy was reported by several studies that it could play
a critical role in the formation of HNSCC. Also, abnormal
expression of autophagy-related genes (ARGs) is also associ-
ated with poor prognosis of patients with HNSCC [10]. This
means that ARGs can be used as a novel and reliable indica-
tor of HNSCC patients. However, autophagy is a complex
process with several steps. In this process, hundreds of
molecular biological changes are involved, and a series of
ARGs closely control it [11]. Therefore, compared with a
single gene, a model which integrates several ARGs that
plays important roles in HNSCC may increase the accuracy
of the prediction of the prognosis for patients with HNSCC.
These important ARGs could also serve as targets for
HNSCC therapy.

To better investigate the influence of ARGs on the
survival of clinical patients, we downloaded original gene
expression data for HNSCC from the TCGA database. We
then used these gene expression data, together with informa-
tion we obtained from other public databases, to develop a
prognostic prediction model as an indicator of overall
survival (OS) for HNSCC. We also identified the genes
related to clinical outcomes of HNSCC patients. Finally, we
used experiments to confirm the results of our analysis, with
the purpose of selecting possible targets that can be used for
the clinical diagnosis and treatment of HNSCC patients.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Data Acquisition. The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA)
database is a complete genome-wide gene expression data-
base used for categorizing and detecting genomic abnormal-
ities in a large population worldwide [12]. We downloaded
the mRNA expression data and clinical information of
HNSCC patients from the TCGA database, including 502
tumor tissues and 44 adjacent nontumor tissues. In addition,
a total of 232 ARGs were obtained from the Molecular Signa-
tures Database (MSigDB), by retrieving “Autophagy.” The
MSigDB is one of the most widely used and comprehensive
databases of gene sets for performing gene set enrichment
analysis [13].

2.2. Differentially Expressed ARGs and Enrichment Analysis.
We analyzed the expression data by using Wilcox test
methods through package limma in R [14] to choose the
differentially expressed ARGs between tumor and paired

nontumor tissues, and the analysis principle was the
thresholds of ∣log 2 fold change ðFCÞ ∣ >2 and adjusted p
value < 0.05. Then, we draw heat map, volcano map, and
box plot. GeneOntology (GO) enrichment analysis andKyoto
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway anal-
ysis were also performed tofind themajor biological attributes
of differential expression ARGs. The visualization of the
enrichment maps was performed by R through the “Cluster-
Profiler” packages [15].

2.3. Construction of Prognostic Signature Based on ARGs.
Univariate and multivariate Cox regression analyses were
applied to screen the survival-associated ARGs in HNSCC
(p < 0:05, HR > 1). We obtained 2 prognostic ARGs, and
then, based on the multivariate Cox regression, we calculated
the correlation coefficient of the ARGs. According to the cor-
relation coefficient, the survival-related prediction formulas
were performed to build prognostic models. We evaluated
the risk score of all HNSCC samples through the prognosis
prediction model. To further assess the survival differences,
we first divided the HNSCC patients into a high-risk group
and a low-risk group, according to the median value of the
risk score. Then, Kaplan-Meier (K-M) methods were applied
to compare the high-risk and low-risk groups.

2.4. Validation of the Prognosis Prediction Model. Clinical
data were extracted from HNSCC samples, and risk score
was performed on these samples. Univariate and multivariate
Cox regression analyses were performed to confirm the influ-
ence of risk score and other clinical characteristics on poor
prognosis. Finally, the nomogram was also used to assess
the prognostic value.

2.5. Cell Culture.HOK (human oral epithelial cell line), HSC-
3, HSC-4, and HSC-6 (human oral squamous cell line) were
purchased from the Institute of Chinese Academy of Sciences
(Shanghai, China). We cultured these cells in 1640 (Gibco,
USA) medium with 10% fetal bovine serum (Gibco, USA)
in an incubator, which was 37°C and 5% CO2 incubator.

2.6. RNA Extraction and RT-qPCR. Total RNA was extracted
from HOK, HSC-3, HSC-4, and HSC-6 cell lines by using
Trizol (Invitrogen). Subsequently, RNA concentration was
measured by an ultraviolet spectrophotometer. We stored
the extracted RNA samples at –80°C until use. The comple-
mentary deoxyribonucleic acids (cDNAs) were obtained by
reverse transcription, and the SYBR Green method was used
for PCR detection. GAPDH was used as internal references for
mRNA, and the 2-ΔΔCtmethodwas used to analyze themRNA
relative expression. The primer sequences of the ARGs were as
follows: FADD: 5′-CGGCCTAGACCTCTTCTCCAT-3′ (for-
ward), 5′-TGAGACTTTGAGCTGACGAGC-3′ (reverse);
NKX2-3: 5′-GGAAGACGAGGGCGAGAAAT-3′ (forward),
5′-TCTAGAGACTTCTTCAGCTGGC-3′ (reverse).

2.7. HE and Immunohistochemical. We collected the tissue
samples from the First Affiliated Hospital of Guangxi Medi-
cal University, which was approved by the Ethics Committee.
All the paraffin-embedded sections were cut into 4μm
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Figure 1: (a) Heat map and volcano plot showed the differentially expressed ARGs. (c) Box plot showed the differentially expressed ARG
expression level between HNSCC tissues and nontumor tissues.
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Figure 2: Continued.
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sections. The HE and IHC staining for FADD proteins were
then carried out in these tissue samples. We diluted the pri-
mary antibody FADD (Bioss, Beijing) with a ratio of 1 : 50.
When finished, we observed the gene expression under the
microscope. Finally, we took pictures of it and the magnifica-
tions used were 100x.

2.8. Statistical Analysis. The independent sample t-test and
chi-squared test were used to compare the data of two
groups. Statistical significance was defined as p < 0:05. All
statistical analyses were carried out using the IBM SPSS soft-
ware (version 25).

3. Results

3.1. Identification of Differentially Expressed ARGs between
HNSCC Tissues and Adjacent Nontumor Tissues. We involved
a total of 502 primary HNSCC patients with gene expression
data and clinical information in our study. At the same time,
232 ARGs derived from MSigDB were included in our study
and there were 38 differentially expressed ARGs, including 28
upregulated (APOL1, BIRC5, VMP1, FADD, ITGB4, ITGA6,
EIF4EBP1, TNFSF10, TP63, HIF1A, EGFR, ITGA3, BAK1,
CTSL, CDKN2A, IL24, NGR1, SERPINA1, CXCR4, SPHK1,
VEGFA, BID, EIF2AK2, RGS19, IFNG, DDIT3, SPNS1, and
IRGM) and 10 downregulated ARGs (FOS, CCL2, HSPB8,
PTK6, TP53INP2, NRG3, NKX2-3, NRG2, MAP1LC3C, and
PRKN), with thresholds of ∣log 2 fold change ðFCÞ ∣ >2. The
heat map and volcano plot showed the differentially expressed
ARGs, green represented low expression, and red represented
high expression (Figures 1(a) and 1(b)). Finally, the box plot
was generated.We applied it for visualizing the expression level
of the differentially expressed ARGs between HNSCC tissues
and nontumor tissues (Figure 1(c)).

3.2. GO and KEGG Enrichment Analysis of Differentially
Expressed ARGs. In order to better understand the associated
mechanisms in the development of HNSCC, we functionally
categorized the differentially expressed ARGs. The Gene
Ontology (GO) database denotes for numerous gene annota-
tion terms, classified based on their association with biological
processes (BP), molecule function (MF), and cellular compo-
nent (CC). We then used the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes
and Genomes (KEGG) to identify functional and pathways.

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) demonstrate the top 10 BP, MF,
and CC, respectively, of GO enrichment, which is mainly
involved in autophagy, positive regulation of mitochon-
drion organization, cellular response to topologically
incorrect protein, positive regulation of protein localization
to a membrane, nuclear transcription factor complex, and
so on. Additionally, the top 10 of KEGG enrichment are
summarized in Figures 2(c) and 2(d). KEGG enrichment
shows that pathways of differentially expression ARGs
mainly involve pathways in apoptosis, platinum drug resis-
tance, EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitor resistance, and ErbB
signaling pathway.

3.3. Identification of Prognostic ARGs and Construction of the
Prognosis Prediction Model. Differentially expressed ARGs,
which were significantly associated with survival of patients,
were screened to analyze ARGs involved in HNSCC progres-
sion. As a result, we identified two ARGs, including FADD
and NKX2-3, and furthermore, the prognosis prediction
model was constructed by these two prognostic ARGs. The
prognosis prediction model = ð0:138281 ∗ FADD expression
valueÞ + ð−0:449975 ∗NKX2‐3 expression valueÞ, and the
calculated result was risk score.

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) demonstrate the distributions of
risk score of HNSCC patients and the relationships between
risk score and survival time. The abscissa represents the
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Figure 2: (a, b) Differentially expressed ARGs analyzed by GO enrichment. CC: cellular component; MF: molecular function; BP: biological
process. (c, d) Enrichment of KEGG pathways of differentially expressed ARGs.
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Figure 3: Construction of the prognosis prediction model.
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patients, and the risk score of the HNSCC cases in the TCGA
database increases successively from left to right. The dotted
line in the middle divides all the patients into the low-risk
group and the high-risk group, which are shown in green
and red, respectively. As can be seen from Figure 3(b), the
survival time of patients decreases gradually from left to
right, which means that the survival time of patients in the
high-risk group is lower. To determine the role of the risk
score in predicting the clinical prognosis of patients with
HNSCC, a K-M survival curve was developed to analyze the
differences in prognosis between the high-risk group and
the low-risk group. K-M analysis showed that the survival
rate was significantly lower in patients of the high-risk group
than the low-risk group (Figure 3(c)).

3.4. Validation of the Risk Score Obtained by the Prognosis
Prediction Model as an Independent Prognostic Indicator for
HNSCC. Univariate analysis showed that risk score was
significantly related to the prognosis of patients (HR = 4:949;
p = 0:002; Figure 4(a)). Then, after adjustment for other clini-
copathologic features, multivariate analysis demonstrated that
risk score remained an independent prognostic indicator for
HNSCC patients (HR = 2:726; p = 0:049; Figure 4(b)). In
addition, the p values of lymph node metastasis were also less
than 0.05 in univariate analysis and multivariate analysis,
which could be used as independent prognostic indicators as
well. In the HNSCC data downloaded from TCGA, only 2
patients had distant metastasis, so we did not include metasta-
sis as a factor in our analysis.

3.5. Construction of Nomogram. A nomogram always inte-
grates multiple related factors, and each factor was assigned
scores in proportion to its risk contribution to survival. By

adding the total score of all these predicted factors to the total
subscale, we were able to evaluate the prognosis of patients
with HNSCC. It is a robust tool that has been used to quan-
titatively determine the risk of individuals in the clinical
setting. In order to better apply risk score for clinical predic-
tion, a nomogram was generated to predict the probability of
1-, 2-, and 3-year survival. As is shown in Figure 5, we
involved the risk score, together with age, gender, tumor
grade, tumor stage, tumor size, and lymph node metastasis
into the nomogram.

3.6. The Relationships between Clinicopathological
Parameters and Prognosis Prediction Model. The risk score
of the prognosis prediction model was higher in T3-4 than
in T1-2 (p = 0:01) and higher in Stage III&IV than in Stage
I&II (p = 0:018). No difference of risk score was observed
from age, gender, and grade (Figure 6). Similarly, we also
calculated the correlation between prognosis-related ARGs
and clinical characteristics. FADD was upregulated in
patients younger than 65 years of age. Significant differences
could also be observed in the expression of NKX2-3 in age,
grade, stage, and tumor size (Figure 6).

3.7. Expression of FADD and NKX2 in Cell Lines and HNSCC
Tissue Samples. We detected FADD and NKX2-3 expres-
sion in oral squamous cell carcinoma cell lines HSC-3,
HSC-4, and HSC-6 and human oral squamous cell line
HOK by RT-qPCR. Among them, the primary site of
HSC-3 is the tongue squamous epithelium, while the pri-
mary site of HSC-4 and HSC-6 is the oral squamous epi-
thelium. The results showed that the HSC-3, HSC-4, and
HSC-6 cell lines all had a higher FADD expression level
compared with that in HOK (Figure 7(a)). The results
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were all statistically different (p < 0:05), and the expression
trend of FADD was consistent with the trend we analyzed
in HNSCC (Figure 7(a)). On the contrary, we found that
NKX2-3 had a higher expression level in the human oral

squamous cell line HOK than HSC-3, which was consis-
tent with the trend in our analysis. However, the expres-
sion levels of NKX2-3 in HSC-4 and HSC-6 were
different (Figure 7(b)).
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To further clarify the potential biological function of
ARGs in HNSCC transformation, we next selected FADD,
which performed well in cell lines, to characterize the
expression changes in clinical samples by IHC. Tissues of
oral squamous cell carcinoma and laryngeal carcinoma
tissues were used for detection, both of which belong to
HNSCC. We also collected normal oral epithelial tissues
and laryngeal epithelial tissues as control groups for detec-
tion. We first performed HE staining to observe the patho-
logical structure of these tissues (Figure 7(c)). For IHC, the
identification of the staining was semiquantitative. Based
on the results, score zero represented <5% positively stained
cells, score one 6%-25% cells, score two 26-50%, and score
three >50% [16]. For the final score, zero was considered
negative, and 1-3 as positive. Positive expression of FADD
proteins was detected in the oral squamous cell carcinoma
and laryngeal carcinoma tissues (Figure 7(d)). Weak posi-
tive expression of FADD was seen in the oral epithelial tis-
sues and laryngeal epithelial tissues (Figure 7(d)). The
positive percentage of FADD was 65.2% (15/23) and
25.0% (2/8) in oral squamous cell carcinoma tissues and
oral epithelial tissues, respectively (p < 0:05). Also, approxi-
mately 66.7% (14/21) of laryngeal carcinoma tissues and
28.6% (2/7) of laryngeal epithelial tissues were positive for
FADD. The results were all statistically different (p < 0:05).

4. Discussion

In recent decades, the prognosis of HNSCC has been rela-
tively poor, and treatment plans have been based primarily
on the TNM stage. In addition, histopathological findings,
such as marginal state, perineural infiltration, and lympho-
vascular invasion, are also used as the basis for treatment
planning [17]. Previous studies have confirmed that autoph-
agy always plays a crucial role in each stage of tumor [18, 19].
It could play an inhibitory role in the occurrence of cancer,
and meanwhile, it could also promote cancer development.
In addition, it is able to regulate the response of cancer cells
to various therapies and treatments [20]. Thus, we believe
that autophagy is associated with the development of
HNSCC, and the exploration of autophagy mechanism opens
up a new perspective for studying the new methods to the
diagnosis and treatment of HNSCC [21].

In our study, we first obtained all ARGs from the public
databases, then identified 38 differentially expressed ARGs
in HNSCC samples, and finally selected 2 ARGs that related
to the prognosis of patients with HNSCC. The prognosis pre-
diction model was developed to predict the survival of
HNSCC patients. The results demonstrated that the HNSCC
patients with high-risk scores always resulted in poor overall
survival. To better predict the survival of patients, we
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Figure 7: (a, b) RT-qPCR of FADD and NKX2-3 on HOK, HSC-3, HSC-4, and HSC-6 cells. (c, d) HE and IHC of FADD on HNSCC tissues
and normal tissues.
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incorporated the risk score, age, gender, tumor grade, tumor
stage, tumor size, and lymph node metastasis to construct a
nomogram. Our results showed that the risk score has a high
prognostic value and it could be used as a diagnostic bio-
marker. Finally, we analyzed the clinical features of two prog-
nostic ARGs that we used to construct the prognostic model
and calculate the risk score. According to our analysis and
experimental results, these two genes have significant differ-
ences both in cell lines and clinical samples, which means
they are closely associated with the occurrence and develop-
ment of HNSCC. They are able to be used as therapeutic tar-
gets for HNSCC. Among these two ARGs, Fas-associated
protein with death domain is the full name for FADD. FADD
is a key adaptor protein that mediates apoptosis signal trans-
duction [22]. Excepted for being related to apoptosis, FADD
is also involved in the process of cell cycle progression, prolif-
eration, innate immunity, tumor development, inflamma-
tion, and autophagy [23]. Therefore, during many essential
cellular processes, FADD is a significant and special control-
ler [24]. This gene is believed to be the driver gene for chro-
mosomal region 11q13.3 amplification [25]. FADD often has
a high expression trend in HNSCC. Also, a study found that
high FADD expression always results in worse OS, DSS, and
DFS in patients with HNSCC and thus has potential values
for prognostic prediction and treatment planning develop-
ment [26, 27]. A meta-analysis has found that immunohisto-
chemical assessment of FADD could be incorporated into the
prognostic evaluation of HNSCC [28]. In addition, NKX2-3
is a member of the NKX family, which is a series of the home-
odomain transcription factors. NKX2-3 plays crucial roles in
many biologic processes, including cell proliferation and
growth, metabolic process, immune and inflammatory
response, and angiogenesis [29, 30]. However, the abnormal
expression of NKX2-3 is mostly seen in digestive system dis-
eases, which has been considered as a gene related to inflam-
matory bowel disease and Crohn’s disease [31, 32]. A study
has found that NKX2-3 could regulate the Wnt signaling
pathway and then play a critical role in the pathogenesis of
colorectal cancer and could be a new biomarker for clinical
practice, including early diagnosis and subsequent therapy
[33, 34].

In this study, a prognosis prediction for HNSCC was
established and it showed good predictive ability, which
provided useful guidance for the prediction of individual
patients. In addition, we confirmed the critical role of
ARGs, including NKX2-3 and FADD, during the occur-
rence and development of HNSCC for the first time,
which can be used as a diagnostic biomarker and a thera-
peutic target for HNSCC. However, there are still some
limitations in our study. This is a study based on bioinfor-
matics analysis, and the data were acquired from the pub-
lic database. Thus, we need more independent cohorts to
prove the effectiveness of the model we constructed. Addi-
tionally, although we did some preliminary validation on
the 2 ARGs, their mechanism needs further functional
experimental research and more clinical samples to verify.
In conclusion, this study provides new strategies for the
diagnosis, prognosis prediction, and treatment of patients
with HNSCC.
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